C-Store Digital
Oﬀers Made Easy
How to Deliver Oﬀers Across Digital Channels
By Koupon Media and Stuzo

Introduction
Retailers are constantly looking for ways to engage consumers and
increase sales in a complex marketing world. Marketers have dozens of
digital channels to manage and IT teams are responsible for maintaining
a multitude of diﬀerent technologies. In order to more eﬃciently reach
the consumer, retailers should centralize marketing strategies.
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Koupon Media and Stuzo have partnered to deliver targeted,
personalized mobile oﬀers in a more seamless way. This partnership will
integrate Koupon’s mobile oﬀer capabilities and data insights with Open

Coupon Platform and Middleware
Working Together
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Commerce’s middleware connections to payment, loyalty, and digital
channels, giving retailers the ability to better personalize oﬀers for

Beneﬁts to the Marketing Team
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Challenges/Solutions for the IT Team
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consumers, increase in-store sales, and attract new shoppers.
In this white paper, Koupon Media and Stuzo review how a retailer can
reduce friction for marketing and IT teams by leveraging a middleware to
distribute mobile oﬀers across multiple digital channels.

Industry-Speciﬁc Providers
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Middleware to Bridge
Digital Channels
As convenience retailers face increasing pressure from competition,
marketers are turning to more personalized and predictive oﬀer
delivery as a solution.
However, many retailers struggle to build a single version of truth for
their digital consumer and transaction data can be fragmented or
distributed across multiple in-house and 3rd party systems and
channels, such as mobile, web, sms, kiosks, and connected cars.
The solution is to utilize a single middleware to unify all digital services
via one point-of-interface and in doing so, combine coupon
distribution and redemption data with all other digital consumer data.
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Digital Coupon Delivery and
Redemption Through All Channels
By unifying digital coupon delivery and redemption data through a single middleware, marketers
have the power to quickly and consistently deliver CPG coupons through multiple digital consumer
channels (mobile, web, car, etc.) and track redemption of the coupons through whichever channel
the consumer ultimately transacts. By forming consistent endpoints, marketers will also unlock a
new level of channel attribution, allowing merchants to understand how oﬀers perform in speciﬁc
channels and how various digital channels can be used together to produce a transaction.
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One Holistic View of
the Consumer
More than $182b is spent on CPG products in convenience stores each
year. A recent Koupon Media study estimated that 5% of convenience
store transactions contain an oﬀer redemption. Applied across the
industry, this represents $9b+ in total transaction volume.
By channeling the delivery and redemption of CPG oﬀers through a
single middleware, convenience store marketers can create one holistic
view of their consumers — the holy grail for marketers.
This single view of the consumer enables convenience retailers to make
smarter marketing decisions, deliver more personalized and eﬀective
oﬀers, and drive store foot traﬃc and revenues with more predictability.
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Marketers Can Distribute
Oﬀers Through One Tool
By connecting a coupon platform to a middleware application server,
marketers can easily coordinate the distribution of oﬀers in one place.
Oﬀers created in the coupon platform are distributed through the
middleware to loyalty programs, mobile applications, connected cars,
and in-store displays as well as third party channels like display
advertising and other media channels.
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Centralized Distribution of Oﬀers

Increased Speed of Digital Innovation

Deliver Oﬀers Through Third Parties

Marketers can frictionlessly distribute digital
oﬀers through the middleware application

With a centralized marketing ecosystem,
marketers can easily experiment with new

Deploying a capable coupon platform helps
retailers distribute redeemable oﬀers through

server to multiple digital channels. The oﬀer
is created in the coupon platform and

channels to distribute oﬀers, test changes to
strategies in real time, and implement

third parties outside of the retailers ecosystem,
including redeemable display advertisements

automatically distributed to consumers
through a retailer’s loyalty program, mobile
application, and in-store displays.

leading technologies more quickly. A ﬂexible
and standardized ecosystem reduces the
eﬀort required to innovate.

and other media channels. Combining both
solutions lets marketers easily nurture current
consumers and draw in new shoppers.
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Centralized Marketing
Metrics and Insights
Retailers leveraging a middleware to drive digital oﬀer campaigns have access to
increased reporting capabilities. A centralized view of oﬀer performance through
channels connected to the middleware helps marketers more quickly adjust
campaigns on the ﬂy and measure the impact of digital channels in one view.

Real Time Actionable Insights
A middleware application server provides real time insights into
the performance of a campaign, allowing marketers to make
changes to the campaign or deploy the oﬀer across new digital
channels, meet marketing goals, and reach the right consumers.

Holistic View of Performance
Marketers can tie payment, application, loyalty, and oﬀer
performance data to gain a holistic view of the digital campaign
across digital channels and drill down to identify key factors to
campaign performance.
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Faster, Easier Multi
Channel Deployment
A single middleware solution uniﬁes all digital services and
provides c-store marketing departments with a centralized
Command Center. The uniﬁed solution helps increase the speed
to launch digital couponing capabilities, maintain a singular view
of consumers, and more easily switch out digital providers.
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Speed & Eﬃciency

Data Integrity

Flexibility of Services

The ability to launch existing digital
couponing capabilities and other digital

Sending data through a centralized
middleware and database allows marketers

Retailers can easily implement, replace, or
upgrade services with a standardized

services into new channels, including
connected cars or whatever else the future

to form and access a holistic and singular
view of consumer data, helping them make

middleware. For example, when changing digital
service providers, IT teams no longer need to

may bring, quickly, eﬃciently, at low cost,
without added redundancy or complexity.

more eﬃcient decisions about marketing
spend and promotion targeting.

update APIs for multiple channels — they need
only integrate once with the single middleware.
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Challenges Retail
IT Teams Face
IT teams are under more pressure today than ever to support

D I G I TA L C H A N N E L S M A N AG E D BY I T T E A M

1987: First electronic kiosk

businesses requirements. These needs can range from removing
redundancy to cost reduction, security enhancement, fraud

1991: Email a new marketing tool

prevention, and helping marketing departments implement more
sophisticated digital engagement tools.

1994: First banner ad on web

This challenge is further conﬂated by the marketing team’s demands
to engage consumers throughout digital channels. With multiple digital

2002: Facebook introduces brand pages

vendors across the technology landscape and multiple systems
operating independently, the IT team is forced to deal with a deep
backlog, functional redundancy, and increased security risk.

2003: SMS a new marketing tool
2008: Apple’s app store launches
2014: Connected car apps launch
2015: Apple Watch launches
Future: More will come!
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The Solution for a
Retailer’s IT Team
The solution for IT teams is to deploy a single middleware to unify
disparate digital services and capabilities. This approach can result in
clear beneﬁts for the IT team and the broader organization.

Reduction in failure points and security and fraud risks
across oﬀer redemption and digital payments.

Industry-standard APIs to connect digital coupon platforms
to other tools and services.

Governance and SLA enforcement across all 3rd party digital
services vendors.

Real-time automated monitoring of digital coupon systems
and automated ticketing for potential system-wide issues.
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Engage Industry Leading
Software Providers
Evidence shows that c-stores which engage both a world-class
CPG oﬀers platform vendor and engage an industry-leading
software services provider for digital product strategy, design,
and engineering have greater overall digital program success.
Additionally, engaging a leading software services provider
which already has a deep working knowledge of and
partnership with the CPG oﬀers platform, creates synergies
that enable:

•

More eﬃcient program design, implementation,
rollout, and ongoing management

•

Speed to market advantages, with lessened burden of
knowledge transfer

•

Program mechanics with higher initial in-market
success via leveraging best practices both of the
industry-speciﬁc software services provider and the
CPG oﬀers platform provider

If your company is is looking to drive mobile oﬀers
across digital channels, reach out to Koupon Media
and Stuzo to see how the new partnership can
reduce friction and help accelerate speed to market.
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info@kou.pn
kouponmedia.com

hello@stuzo.com
stuzo.com/solutions

